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Cultural	operator(s)		
	

Name	 Love	for	Livres	+	Quartier	Libre		

Short	
description	

• Love for Livres is a techforgood social enterprise whose mission is to 
share and appreciate the emotional experience of reading to create 
social transformation and positive impact in society, individually and 
collectively. (Based in Paris) 

• Quartier Libre is a digital interactive space in Brussels and beyond 
dedicated to books and their ecosystem. (Based in Brussels) 

	

Contact	details	 Céline	Mas,	Love	for	Livres	cofounder	&	President	
celine@loveforlivres.com	

	
Project		
	

Field(s)	

A bibliotherapy digital cycle on resilience and creativity 

#Resilience #Neurosciences #Culture #Innovation 
#Digitalpractices  #Community 
 
	

Description	

Set up a six-month virtual and civic engagement program based on books 
and fiction that mainly seeks to inspire and empower Europeans and 
provide them with innovative tools to enhance their resilience and 
creativity in the post-covid times. The program ends with an hackathon.  

The project is part of the Partnerships for Creativity strand in the field of adult 
education. It addresses the priority Skills development and inclusion through 
creativity and arts but it is also based on digital approaches.  

Main objectives of the project  

1. Strengthen the networking between associations on the ground as they 
will help us recruit the participants.  

2. Contribute to Erasmus + vibrant motto with a new and interdisciplinary 
approach that combines neurocognitive approaches, education and 
culture. 

3. Analyze and experience the assets of reading in the post-crisis resilience 
process and the value added of bibliotherapy as an innovative practice in 
the field of education and training.  



4. Deploy an evidence-based project as the experience will be measured 
and analyzed through an in-depth article at the end of the cycle.	

	
	
Looking	for	Partners		
	

Countries	 PanEuropean	or	covering	a	few	European	countries.		

Profile	

• We are looking for a social-impact driven association/company that 
provides classes and training to adults in the field of personal 
development and competences extension with solid credentials.  

• Ideally, the organisation has already a constituted community/audience 
to whom we could propose our program.  

• Ideally, the organisation is pan European or covers a few countries. His 
premises are based outside of France and Belgium (mandatory).	

	
Other	
	

…	
More details on the project will be shared with potential partners. We will be 
much willing to collaborate so that the project content can take into account the 
potential partners’ views.  

	


